
Performance like nothing else®

A NEW DEFINITION OF QUALITY
Premium Automotive & Heavy Duty Lubricants



First and foremost, TRIAX Lubricants is specialized in 
formulating custom lubricants tailored for military, commercial, 
and consumer applications. Our focus and expertise lie in 
creating lubricants that meet demanding performance 
requirements, beyond what main-line lubricants can offer.

Over the years, we've developed unique formulations that 
surpass commonly available off-the-shelf lubricants. In 2014, we 
made the decision to introduce some of these formulations to 
the general consumer market, thus giving rise to the TRIAX 
brand. Our products offer superior durability, longevity, and 
stability, along with enhanced friction management compared 
to most alternatives.

We prioritize performance in our products, aiming to deliver 
significant and measurable cost savings for operation, 
improved functionality, ultimately achieving the lowest 
possible cost per hour of operation.

Automotive
Construction
Heavy duty trucking

Military
Agriculture
Industrial

What sets
us apart.
The most significant differences between TRIAX and 
everyone else are the cutting edge, modified fluid 
formulations. We formulate lubricants that not only 
meet specifications but exceed them.

We design products that not just work, but excel. 
Products that make a difference. Real world 
functionality improvements making a difference for 
the people and businesses who use them.

Our markets



Our oils have been modified and improved vs standard oils.
Most, if not all, performance metrics have been boosted, compared to
industry and OEM standards.

TRIAX oils are guaranteed to meet and exceed the specifications and OEM 
approvals they were built for.  

EVERY STANDARD EXCEEDED

All TRIAX fluids are designed to be direct replacements for OEM fluids in 
their respective applications, often far surpassing OEM fluid performance.

SUPERIOR ALTERNATIVE TO EXPENSIVE OEM FLUIDS

Performance like nothing else

You will see significant, real functionality 
improvements in your day to day operations. 

• Quieter engines 
• Smoother shifting transmissions 
• Precise and flawless hydraulic operations
• Complete OEM specification compliance 
• Improved fuel economy

IMPROVED EQUIPMENT FUNCTIONALITY

EVERY PARAMETER IMPROVED

EVERY MINUTE. EVERY MILE. EVERY TIME.

R



Perfectly engineered to protect the world’s most advanced turbo-charged and 
super-charged gasoline and diesel engines such as BMW, Audi, Porsche, Ferrari, 
VW, Lamborghini, Range Rover and many others.

EUROPEAN CAR ENGINE OILS VIEW ONLINE



Engineered for high revving, high torque speed, racing and classic 
V-Twin and dirt motorcycles, for both racing and street use. 
Unique formulation provides superb power curve, rapid RPM reach 
and recovery, excellent clutch hold and fast, smooth gear shifting.

 

SYNTHETIC MOTORCYCLE 
ENGINE OILS

VIEW ONLINE



Unmatched protection and durability for any automotive, 
industrial and marine applications. Better EP load, high 
temp, high adhesion, virtually waterproof, 50-70% less 
wear than most other products. 

GREASES LIKE NO OTHER VIEW ONLINE



One of the most complete ranges of ATFs of any brand. Top notch performance delivers 
exceptionally smooth, slip & stick free shifting. All with total OEM compliance. 

SYNTHETIC AUTOMATIC
TRANSMISSION FLUIDS

VIEW ONLINE

SURE-SHIFT® TECHNOLOGY
ANTI-SHUDDER DURABILITY

Ultra smooth shifting, without 
slipping, sticking or vibration.

*Only select products shown. 
Scan the QR Code to see the 
complete product range.



The ultimate selection of farm equipment lubricants. Engine oils, hydraulic and transmission 
fluids with total OEM cross-compatibility for older and modern farm equipment. Tractor fluids 
that exceed every OEM specification and friction modified engine oils specifically designed for 
sustained low speed, high torque, high power agricultural applications.

AGRICULTURAL FLUIDS VIEW ONLINE

JOHN DEERE
CASE

CLAAS
KUBOTA

CUB CADET
MASSEY FERGUSON and many others.

Widely Compatible with All Major OEMs



Ultimate durability, commercial grade hydrostatic 
transmission fluid for Zero-Turn Mowers.

It fits every zero turn mower from major OEMs 
and delivers superior functionality. Improved 
torque transfer, better shifting, extremely long 
life and durability.

TRANS ZERO
20W-50

VIEW ONLINE

ALL-OEM COMPATIBLE
SCAG, Toro, Ferris, Snapper Pro, Gravely, Ariens, Exmark, 
Walker, Hustler, Wright, Dixie Chopper, John Deere, 
Husqvarna, EverRide, Bad Boy and Cub Cadet.



Friction modified engine oils built to perform and protect like 
nothing else. SRT engine oils are reinforced with built in
Nano Moly and Boron additive technology,
providing superior engine
operation and unmatched
wear protection.

SRT engine oils are API SP licensed 
and  fit a large range of US, Asian 
and European vehicles.

SYNERGY SRT ENGINE OILS VIEW ONLINE



Our full synthetic marine oils provide 
outstanding longevity, superior and reliable 
engine and transmission operation with total 
corrosion protection for long periods of 
inactivity or storage.

SYNTHETIC
MARINE OILS

VIEW ONLINE



Premium in every sense. TRIAX Hydraulic fluids are 
designed to provide extreme durability, protection 
and fluid longevity. 

Considerably better anti-wear protection, superior 
thermal stability and extremely long life make these 
fluids ideal for every type of operation.

LOWEST COST PER
OPERATING HOUR

3 X ANTIWEAR

HEAVY DUTY HYDRAULIC 
FLUIDS

VIEW ONLINE

10,000 + HOURS Operational life



Unleash the full potential of your vehicle with Triax SVL 
Racing oils, delivering unmatched power, protection and 
reliability on the track and on the street. Trust in the 
cutting-edge technology and race-ready formulations to 
keep your engine performing at its absolute best. These oils 
contain very high Zinc and Moly levels to help protect your 
engine at peak RPMs and power.

SYNTHETIC RACING OILS VIEW ONLINE



TRIAX Fleet Supreme are full synthetic diesel oils, friction 
modified with Nano Boron and Moly additive technology. Say 
goodbye to hard starts and HEUI injector stiction. They provide 
outstanding engine operation, lower friction coefficient, 
significantly improved wear protection, better oxidation 
stability and longer drain intervals.

QUITE POSSIBLY THE WORLD’S BEST 
DIESEL ENGINE OILS

FLEET SUPREME DIESEL OILS VIEW ONLINE



Total replacement for OEM fluids, with superior performance, 
complete compatibility and improved functionality for every 

vehicle on the road. Excellent steering operation, no more 
lazy or hard steering, protection against leaks and 

drastically improved system longevity.

POWER STEERING AND 
VEHICLE HYDRAUILC FLUIDS

VIEW ONLINE



Super heavy duty transmission and drive train fluids for 
equipment in severe service conditions. These fluids are 
fully optimized for Deere, Caterpillar, Komatsu, Volvo, JCB 
and other leading construction equipment OEMs.

More protection, smoother shifting, 
longer fluid and equipment life.

Fully Optimized for CAT TO-4 and CAT TO-4M

HEAVY DUTY TRANSMISSION 
FLUIDS

VIEW ONLINE



Fleet ATLAS engine oils are designed for older (pre CK-4) super 
heavy duty off-road diesel engines, working in severe service 

conditions. These fluids have high shear stability and higher 
SAPS content to protect engines in off-road conditions.

SUPER HEAVY DUTY 
DIESEL ENGINE OILS

VIEW ONLINE



Full synthetic premium fluids for high temperature, 
high load small engines and hydraulic systems, 
including compressors, forklifts, generators and 
small tractors that work long hours in commercial 
settings and where lubricants need to keep up.

SMALL ENGINE & UTILITY
LUBRICANTS

VIEW ONLINE



Synthetic lubricants for a wide variety of gear systems: 
hypoid gears, manual transmissions, drive trains, transfer 
cases and differentials. Top tier chemistry with 750,000 
mile drain intervals, exceptionally smooth shifting, 
outstanding wear protection
and durability.

GEAR AND
DIFFERENTIAL
OILS
GL-4, GL-5
and specialty

VIEW ONLINE



www.triaxlubricants.com

Performance like nothing else®


